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Prime Minister’s Diary

OUTCOME OF THE COVAX AMC SUMMIT

O

n June 2nd, the COVAX AMCi Summit was held (virtual format), co-hosted by the Government of Japan
and Gaviii. Prime Minister Suga Yoshihide co-chaired
the meeting with Mr. José Manuel Barroso, Gavi Board Chair,
and Foreign Minister Motegi Toshimitsu took the role of facilitator during the Summit.
This Summit was organized to raise additional funding to
secure necessary vaccines for developing countries by the
end of 2021, in order to ensure through the COVAX Facilityiii
equitable access to safe, effective and quality-assured vaccines
thereby overcoming the COVID-19 pandemic. Participants in
the Summit include leaders and ministers from about 40 countries including the Honorable Ms. Kamala Harris, Vice President of the United States of America, and H.E. Dr. Ursula von
der Leyen, President of the European Commission, as well as
H.E. António Guterres, United Nations Secretary-General and
other heads of international organizations such as the World
Health Organization (WHO) and representatives from the civil
society and the private companies such as the Bill & Melinda
Gates Foundation.
Prime Minister Suga called for further solidarity and commitments from the international community in the fight
against COVID-19, and expressed Japan’s full support for
ensuring equitable access to safe and effective vaccines for as
many people as possible with a view to achieving Universal
Health Coverage guided by the principle of human security.
Prime Minister Suga also explained that Japan has continuously supported the efforts by the COVAX Facility, including
through its financial contribution amounting to 200 million
USD and announced Japan’s additional contribution of 800
million USD. Furthermore, Prime Minister Suga expressed
Japan’s intention to provide, when circumstances allow and
at an appropriate time, around 30 million doses of vaccines
manufactured in Japan to other countries and regions, including through the COVAX Facility.
Minister Motegi expressed his hope for further cooperation
among countries and organizations. In particular, Minister
Motegi emphasized, during the discussion on the cooperation
with partners including the private sector, Japan’s “Last One
Mile Support”, which contributes to the delivery of vaccines
down to the last person by leveraging Japan’s technology and
strength. As such, Minister Motegi called for further collaborai

The Gavi COVAX AMC (COVID-19 Vaccines Advance Market Commitment) is the financing instrument that will support the participation of 92 low- and middle-income economies in the COVAX
Facility—enabling access to donor-funded doses of safe and effective COVID-19 vaccines. (https://
www.gavi.org/)
ii GAVI, officially “Gavi, the Vaccine Alliance,” is a public-private global health partnership with the
goal of increasing access to immunization in poor countries.
iii The COVAX Facility is the vaccine procurement platform funded by COVAX AMC.

Text: Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Japan / Photos: Cabinet Public Relations Office
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The COVAX AMC Summit

tion with the COVAX Facility.
During the Summit, many additional pledges were
announced from governments and non-governmental entities.
As a result, the Summit raised well beyond the target of $8.3
billion USD to secure 1.8 billion vaccine doses to protect nearly
30 percent of the population in AMC-eligible economies.
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T

he Host Town Initiative is an initiative to promote exchange between citizens of Japan
and the people of other countries and regions participating in the Tokyo 2020 Olympic
and Paralympic Games to be held from July to September this year. The Host Town
Initiative involves communities not only supporting athletes in their preparation for

the Games, but also promoting wide-ranging activities including cultural exchange, education,
and even infrastructure development. Although people in registered Host Towns have not been
able to meet in person with people in their counterpart countries and regions since the spread
of COVID-19 in 2020, they continue to conduct exchange activities online, and it is expected
that exchange will continue even after the Games are over. In this month’s issue, we introduce
the activities of some of the hundreds of Host Towns and counterpart countries and regions
involved since the pioneering initiative was launched in 2016.

The numbers in the circles indicate page number.
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Host Town Initiative
for Tokyo 2020

Katsuno Mie, Director
General for Planning and
Promotion, Secretariat of the
Headquarters for the Tokyo
2020 Olympic and Paralympic
Games of the Cabinet
Secretariat
Photo: Courtesy of the Secretariat of
the Headquarters for the Tokyo 2020
Olympic and Paralympic Games,
Cabinet Secretariat

T

he Host Town Initiative is an initiative for people
across Japan to interact with the people of counterpart countries and regions that will participate in the
Tokyo 2020 Olympic and Paralympic Games (hereinafter
Tokyo Games) to be held this summer (2021). We spoke to
Katsuno Mie, Director General for Planning and Promotion,
Secretariat of the Headquarters for the Tokyo 2020 Olympic and Paralympic Games of the Cabinet Secretariat of the
Japanese government, about the purposes and activities of
the Host Town Initiative.
What is the Host Town Initiative?
The Host Town Initiative is an initiative to promote
exchanges between residents in local governmental areas
of Japan and the people of other countries and regions
participating in the Tokyo 2020 Olympic and Paralympic
Games (hereinafter Tokyo Games) to be held from July to
September this year. Local governments such as prefectures, cities, towns and villages across Japan can register as
Host Towns. While events for the Tokyo Games will be held
mainly in Tokyo, the Host Town Initiative is a nationwide
initiative. Also, while the Olympic and Paralympic Games
are festivals of sports, the Host Town Initiative involves
not only sports but also a wide range of activities, including cultural exchange. Furthermore, it is intended that

exchange will continue even after the Games are over. One
of the most appealing aspects of the Host Town Initiative
is that it allows participants to gain a deeper understanding of each other’s country and region by interaction with
many different people, including athletes taking part in the
Olympics and Paralympics.
In fact, the Host Town Initiative is the first initiative of its
kind in the history of the Olympic and Paralympic Games.
The initiative was even introduced in the speech of the
Olympic Truce Resolution for the Tokyo Games adopted by
the United Nations General Assembly in December 2019.
Registration for the Host Town Initiative began in January
2016 and, as of May 2021, 528 local governments are registered as Host Towns and 184 countries and regions are registered as counterparts.
Incidentally, although people in Host Towns have not
been able to meet in person with people overseas since
the spread of COVID-19 in 2020, they continue to conduct
exchange activities online.
What types of activities does the Host Town Initiative
involve?
In addition to normal “Host Towns” conducting conventional exchange activities, there are several other types of
initiatives. One is the ‘ARIGATO’ Host Towns for Supporting Reconstruction. In 2011, exactly ten years ago, the Great
East Japan Earthquake brought devastation to the Tohoku
region. Yet, after the disaster, Japan received tremendous
support from all over the world. The ‘ARIGATO’ Host Towns
for Supporting Reconstruction are Host Towns in local
governmental areas in Iwate, Miyagi
and Fukushima Prefectures that sustained particularly severe damage
where they interact with countries
and regions from which they received
support at the time of the disaster to
inform them of how disaster recovery
is progressing and express their gratitude for support they have received
to date.
The Host Town logo
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Website of the Host Town Initiative (https://host-town.jp)

Host Towns of a Harmonious and Inclusive Society are
Host Towns that aim to realize a harmonious and inclusive society beyond national borders by taking the opportunity to conduct exchange activities with Paralympians.
The Host Towns have engaged in initiatives such as townbuilding based on “universal design” and the concept of a
“barrier-free mindset” to build respect for the individuality of all people and provide mutual support. Host Towns
that show particular leadership through “universal design”
in town-building and “barrier-free mindset” initiatives
are certified as Leading Host Towns of a Harmonious and
Inclusive Society by the Cabinet Secretariat.
What specific activities do Host Towns engage in?
As well as exchange activities with Olympians and

A collaborative event involving Japanese dancers and djembe (African drum)
players in Yokohama City, Kanagawa Prefecture, August 2019
Photo: Courtesy of Secretariat of the Headquarters for the Tokyo 2020 Olympic and Paralympic
Games of the Cabinet Secretariat
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Paralympians through sports, Host Towns conduct various cultural exchange activities in fields
such as music, festivals, dance and food. For
example, events have been held to enjoy Japanese dancing using musical instruments from
the counterpart countries and regions. Some
Host Towns also ran campaigns to introduce and
serve the specialties and drinks of counterpart
countries and regions at restaurants or events. In
schools, there are classes to teach students about
counterpart countries and regions.
Since the spread of COVID-19, this exchange
has continued online. On February 20 and 21,
2021, the Host Town Summit, organized by the
Cabinet Secretariat of the Headquarters for the
Tokyo 2020 Olympic and Paralympic Games,
was held online at a virtual venue. A wide-ranging program
was delivered online, including seminars on the Host Town
Initiative, briefings on activities carried out by each Host
Town, and cooking demonstrations of dishes created based
on the food culture of counterpart countries and regions.
In addition, a virtual “Host Town House” venue will be
set up online during the Tokyo Games. The plan is for this
to disseminate various information, such as introducing
activities of each Host Town and their support to athletes. I
believe that those visiting the Host Town House online will
see how warmly the people of the Host Towns support the
athletes.
What has been the response from counterpart countries
and regions?

Exchange program involving high school students and British track and field
athletes in Kawasaki City, Kanagawa Prefecture, May 2019
Photo: Courtesy of Secretariat of the Headquarters for the Tokyo 2020 Olympic and Paralympic
Games of the Cabinet Secretariat

Many athletes have said things like, “My
Host Town was like my hometown,” or, “I felt
relaxed staying in my Host Town.” I believe this
is because they feel the desire of the people of
Host Towns to create the best training environment for them and to provide the support they
need to compete at their best level. The athletes really appreciate having their own cheering squad in the country where the Games are
held.
Embassy officials and citizens of the counterpart countries and regions are also actively
supporting the activities of the Host Towns.
The Host Town Initiative is an excellent opportunity to deepen their relationship with Japan.
One ambassador visited all the Host Town local
cities for their country.

Virtual venue of the Host Town Summit held on February 20 and 21, 2021
Image: Courtesy of Secretariat of the Headquarters for the Tokyo 2020 Olympic and Paralympic Games of the Cabinet Secretariat

What is the vision for Host Town Initiative activities after
the Tokyo Games?
Even in the midst of COVID-19, Host Towns continue to
conduct exchange activities online. Even if the people in
the Host Towns haven’t been able to meet the athletes of
their counterpart country and region in person, their support for the athletes is unwavering. I believe that exchange
activities online provide key examples for the continuation
and development of Host Town Initiative activities after
the Tokyo Games are over.
Many people both in Japan and overseas have gained
new experiences through the activities of the Host
Town Initiative, such as interacting with Olympians and

A Moldova cuisine cooking class in Tsuruoka City, Yamagata Prefecture, August
2017
Photo: Courtesy of Secretariat of the Headquarters for the Tokyo 2020 Olympic and Paralympic
Games of the Cabinet Secretariat

Paralympians, and participating in events to deepen
understanding of each other’s culture. Children and young
people are also actively participating in the Host Town Initiative. Based on their experiences, these people may in
future become individuals who contribute to creating a
better society, such as through the revitalization of communities and realization of harmonious and inclusive societies around the world. I firmly believe that the Host Town
Initiative is a project with great potential and one compatible with the Olympic & Paralympic spirit of “mutual
understanding with a spirit of friendship, solidarity and
fair play.”

Interview (May 19, 2021) by SAWAJI OSAMU

An event introducing Canada in Natori City, Miyagi Prefecture, July 2019
Photo: Courtesy of Secretariat of the Headquarters for the Tokyo 2020 Olympic and Paralympic
Games of the Cabinet Secretariat
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‘ARIGATO’ Host Towns
Give Thanks for Support
In the lead up to the Tokyo 2020 Olympic and Paralympic
Games, local municipalities in three prefectures affected by
the Great East Japan Earthquake (Iwate, Miyagi and Fukushima Prefectures) have been interacting with people from
countries and regions from which they received support and
expressing their gratitude.

FUJITA MAO

T

he Host Town Initiative is an initiative through
which people from around Japan interact with people from countries and regions that will participate
in the Tokyo 2020 Olympic and Paralympic Games.
‘ARIGATO’ Host Towns for Supporting Reconstruction are local
municipalities that interact with people from countries and
regions from which they received support following the Great
East Japan Earthquake in 2011, and express gratitude (arigato
means “thank you”) while sharing their progress on recovery.
We introduce the efforts of Nihonmatsu City in Fukushima
Prefecture, Ishinomaki City in Miyagi Prefecture and Ofunato
City in Iwate Prefecture as ‘ARIGATO’ Host Towns for Supporting Reconstruction.

Nihonmatsu City and the State
of Kuwait
The State of Kuwait (hereinafter Kuwait) donated 5 million
barrels of crude oil (worth approximately 40 billion yen) to
Japan for reconstruction immediately after the Great East
Japan Earthquake, of which about 15.5 billion yen’s worth was
allocated to Fukushima Prefecture.i
Kuwait has won two bronze medals in Olympic shooting (at
the Sydney and London Olympics), while Nihonmatsu City in
Fukushima Prefecture boasts one of Japan’s largest shooting
ranges. To show its gratitude for Kuwait’s support following
the earthquake, the City applied to host Kuwaiti athletes for a
pre-Games training camp in the sport of clay shooting, as well
as swimming, karate, and more. The City was registered as an
‘ARIGATO’ Host Town for Supporting Reconstruction in October 2019.

10
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The Tokyo Games were postponed in spring of 2020 and
preparations to receive the athletes were temporarily put on
hold, but since the fall of 2020, meetings have reconvened,
mostly online, and it has been decided that Nihonmatsu will
provide facilities such as a shooting gallery, a pool and a gymnasium within the city, and welcome Kuwaiti athletes to the
city before the Games for about two weeks in July 2021, the
situation surrounding COVID-19 permitting.ii
In April 2021, an online exchange event was held in which
a written agreement and a memorandumiii related to the athletes’ pre-Games training camp were signed. The meeting was
attended by H.E. Mr. Hasan Mohammad Zaman, Ambassador
Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary of the State of Kuwait to
Japan; Minister for the Tokyo Olympic and Paralympic Games
Marukawa Tamayo; Nihonmatsu Mayor Miho Keiichi, and
others. Children from Kawasaki Elementary School located
in Nihonmatsu City offered greetings in Arabic. At the meeting, traditional oshi-e (raised cloth pictures) of camellia flowers were introduced, making for a congenial exchange event.
Those oshi-e were sent along with a video message offering
words of encouragement for the Kuwaiti athletes.
Without forgetting its gratitude for reconstruction support,
Nihonmatsu City aims to accelerate international exchange
among its citizens as an ‘ARIGATO’ Host Town for Supporting
Reconstruction.

Participants including children from Kawasaki Elementary School in Nihonmatsu
City at the April 2021 online exchange event with Kuwait
Photo: Courtesy of Nihonmatsu City

Ofunato City and the United
States of America

The Tunisian swimming team attend a swimming class for children in Ishinomaki City
Photo: Courtesy of Ishinomaki City

Ishinomaki City and the
Republic of Tunisia
Ishinomaki City in Miyagi Prefecture is registered as a Host
Town for the Republic of Tunisia (hereinafter Tunisia).
Interactions between Ishinomaki and Tunisia began in 1992,
when a Tunisian student with connections to the Tunisian
Embassy enjoyed a one-night homestay in the city. The bonds
of friendship between Ishinomaki and Tunisia have been nurtured ever since.
Immediately after the Great East Japan Earthquake in
March 2011, officials of the Tunisian Embassy in Japan visited
Ishinomaki and served traditional Tunisian food at shelters,
made monetary donations, and gave support by distributing
food, daily necessities, and other items.
Ishinomaki became Tunisia’s ‘ARIGATO’ Host Town for
Supporting Reconstruction in 2018 in appreciation for this
support. Later, city officials visited Tunisia and talked with
people from the local Olympic and Paralympic Committee and
Tunisia’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs about the initiative and a
pre-Games training camp in the city.
When officials of the Tunisian Embassy and Paralympic Committee visited the city to see the venues for the preGames camp in July 2019, one officer of the Embassy spoke
about Tunisian World Heritage Sites and traditional crafts,
and planted an olive tree in the school yard of an elementary
school together with the pupils. In January 2020, a group of
swimmers from Tunisia visited Ishinomaki City for an approximately two-week pre-Games camp. During their stay, the athletes trained at the city’s facilities and met with local elementary school students.
An official from Ishinomaki City says, “It’s hard for citizens
to have in-person exchange activities with Tunisian people
due to COVID-19, so instead we asked people to appear on
short videos to show our gratitude to Tunisia and sent them
on a DVD to Tunisia. The video was also released on the city’s
websiteiv, so I hope many people will watch the video and that
our bonds will be strengthened while we remember the support we received from Tunisia.”

Ofunato City in Iwate Prefecture received much support from
the United States of America (hereinafter United States) after
the Great East Japan Earthquake. To express its gratitude, the
city was registered as an ‘ARIGATO’ Host Town for Supporting
Reconstruction in November 2017, with the United States as
the counterpart country.
In March 2019, Ofunato City invited members of a search
and rescue team from Fairfax, Virginia who had engaged in
relief activities in the immediate aftermath of the Great East
Japan Earthquake, to attend a memorial ceremony for the victims of the disaster. The city also expressed its gratitude to the
team for their support and showed how the city had recovered,
while the team met and engaged with local residents.
Since the disaster, university students from the United
States have come to the city as volunteers to engage with
elementary and junior high school students and familiarize
them with the English language through sports and dances.

The members of the search and rescue team from Fairfax, Virginia with residents of
Ofunato City
Photo: Courtesy of Ofunato City

From 2013 to 2018 there was an exchange program for young
baseball players from Ofunato and San Diego, California. And
more recently, the U.S. Consulate General Sapporo organized
an online picture book reading event for children of nursery
schools in Ofunato, further deepening connections.
An official from the city says, “Through such interaction as
a Host Town, we can show our gratitude to the people of the
United States for their support at the time of the disaster. We
also hope these activities help to promote understanding of
different cultures and the advancement of international education in the city.”
i

The crude oil was sold through the Japanese Red Cross Society and the money was used as
aid. Part of Fukushima Prefecture’s aid money was used to support disaster-affected small and
medium-sized businesses, to support students at satellite schools, and for projects like the publishing of an informational magazine for people who evacuated to areas outside the prefecture.
ii Current information as of June 18, 2021
iii https://www.city.nihonmatsu.lg.jp/data/doc/1620344125_doc_84_0.pdf
https://www.city.nihonmatsu.lg.jp/data/doc/1620344134_doc_84_0.pdf
iv https://www.city.ishinomaki.lg.jp/cont/10053700/olympics/tunisia/tyunizia.html
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How Host Towns
Are Interacting
with Paralympians

The cities of Kanazawa in Ishikawa Prefecture and Odate in Akita Prefecture are among
those in Japan serving as “Host Towns” for
athletes participating in the Tokyo 2020 Olympic and Paralympics Games. Their support and
exchange activities are helping to realize a harmonious and inclusive society.

YANAGISAWA MIHO

Kanazawa City and the French
Paralympians
Kanazawa City in Ishikawa Prefecture has sister cities to promote friendly relations in several countries, one such city being
Nancy in the French Republic (hereinafter France). Kanazawa
registered as a Host Town of a Harmonious and Inclusive Society for France (Paralympic swimmers) in December 2019, with
the aim of supporting Paralympians and accelerating initiatives to realize a harmonious and inclusive society. The city
created guide maps to inform wheelchair users where to find
slopes and elevators at the city’s sports and cultural facilities,
and created videos introducing these facilities in Japanese,
English and French. The city also held the “Barrier-Free Mindset Festa” to help residents deepen their understanding of the
challenges facing people with disabilities through personal
experience, such as by walking with an artificial leg or with a
blindfold and a cane.
In-person interaction with the French Paralympic swimmers
has been difficult since last year due to COVID-19, but people
in Kanazawa have still been supporting the team. For example,
six videos, entitled “Bonds Woven with Music,” were produced
and presented to the French Paralympians. These videos featured musical messages from musicians working in Kanazawa,
including Christmas carols performed with handbells at Christmas, a Japanese taiko drum performance at New Year, and performances of pieces by French composers. The videos were
distributed on SNS with explanations in Japanese and French.
They also made a video showing elementary school students and artisans working together to create the Kanazawa
traditional handicraft of karakami-uchiwa (fans made from
karakami washi paper), and sent the actual fans to the

1

2

1

A Kanazawa traditional taiko drum performance for the French
Paralympic swimming team
2
Elementary school students in Kanazawa made fans and sent them to
the French Paralympic swimming team along with this video message
3
A French Paralympic swimmer sent a video message of thanks after
receiving the fans
Photos: Courtesy of Kanazawa City

3
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4, 5 The boccia exchange tournament, August 2020
6
Still from a video message sent from Odate to Thailand in May 2020 showing
people holding toys and photos of the Akita-breed dog Hachikun, the city’s mascot
7
Still from a video message sent from Thailand’s boccia team to Odate in March
2020
Photos: Courtesy of Odate City

athletes. Having received the fans and the video messages, the
Paralympic swimmers sent a thank-you video in Japanese with
messages such as, “Thanks to everyone in Kanazawa. Let’s
meet again in Japan.”
Moreover, they have also deepened mutual understanding
online, such as by introducing sweets in a collaborative project
using French and Ishikawa Prefecture ingredients. Currently,
preparations are being made to support the athletes during the
Games, while taking appropriate precautions to prevent the
spread of COVID-19.

4

Odate City and the Thai
Paralympians
The elderly (aged 65 and over) population of Odate City in
Akita Prefecture is higher as a percentage than the national
average. As a measure to address its aging society, Odate has
used exchange with the Paralympic athletics and bocciai teams
of the Kingdom of Thailand (hereinafter Thailand) to engage
in “town-building based on universal design” and promote the
concept of a “barrier-free mindset,” while in December 2020 it
was designated as a Leading Host Town of a Harmonious and
Inclusive Society.
Thailand’s champion boccia team won five medals, including two golds, in a total of seven events at the Rio 2016 Paralympic Games. The team was welcomed to Odate in September and October 2019, when exchanges were held between the
boccia athletes and residents, as well as demonstration games
with the Japanese team. When COVID-19 hit Akita in 2020, the
boccia athletes sent video messages in Japanese, smiling and
saying things like, “We’re all connected, so let’s overcome this
together” and “Please take care of yourselves.” In August that
year, the Hachikun Open, a boccia tournament commemorating the Thai exchange, was held, with appropriate COVID-19
measures in place. (The tournament is named after Hachikun,
the city’s mascot.)ii Although the Thai athletes were not able
to come to Japan for this event, they still interacted with the
Thai team through a livestream of the nine teams from Odate
and Akita playing boccia together. COVID-19 situation permitting, Odate City plans to hold the event again to promote parasports and further deepen exchange with Thailand.
Through steadily continuing interactions like this, there is
no doubt that both sides will grow to understand each other
better and parasports will continue to develop.
A ball sport of European origin, similar to bocce, lawn bowls and pétanque, played by athletes with
severe physical disabilities.
ii An Akita dog, purportedly the grandchild of the famous Akita dog Hachiko.

5

6

i
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Omotenashi
with
“GAP Foods”
As part of the Host Town Initiative, in which people in Japan
interact with people from countries and regions participating
in the Tokyo 2020 Olympic and Paralympic Games, students of
agricultural high schools across Japan have been taking on the
challenge of providing omotenashi (hospitality) with foods
certified as conforming to Good Agricultural Practice (GAP).

SASAKI TAKASHI

F

oods used at the Olympic Village are procured based
on the Sustainable Sourcing Code created by the
Tokyo Organising Committee of the Olympic and
Paralympic Games. The Code defines individual
criteria for the sustainable sourcing of a variety of products
including agricultural products, livestock products and fish
ery products. Within these individual Sourcing Codes, certi
fication systems such as Good Agricultural Practice (GAP) are
positioned as confirming that all the necessary conditions are
satisfied in terms of food safety, environmental conservation
and worker safety, while for livestock products, animal wel
farei is also included. In recent years, major global distributors
and food companies have started to require GAP certification
in their terms and conditions, and in Japan the number of
All photos: Courtesy of Fukushimameisei High School
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An exchange event attended by Vietnamese people
living in Fukushima City, January 2020

agricultural producers actively taking on GAP is increasing.
From the perspective that the dissemination of GAP cer
tification, as a feature of the Sustainable Sourcing Code, will
be a legacy of the Tokyo Games, the Secretariat of the Head
quarters for the Tokyo 2020 Olympic and Paralympic Games
of the Cabinet Secretariat implemented the Omotenashi Con
test with GAP Foods in FY2019. At this event, students from
agricultural high schools across Japan proposed their plans
to develop dishes using GAP foods produced at their schools
and to welcome people including athletes who come to their
Host Towns with Japanese hospitality (omotenashi). Against
this background, the move to take on GAP certification has
become widespread among agricultural high schools in Japan.
Of the forty teams which participated in the contest across

The students’ dishes of (left) rice cooked with a variety of ingredients, (center)
kushikatsu skewers of deep-fried meat and vegetables, and (right) spring rolls, all
prepared using GAP-certified ingredients

Japan, five were from Fukushima Prefecture. Since Fuku
shima Prefecture declared its intention to be Japan’s number
one GAP prefecture, the number of agricultural producers and
agricultural high schools taking on GAP certification has been
increasing. Now, all agricultural high schools in the prefecture
have acquired GAP certification for their agricultural products.
Founded in 1896, Fukushimameisei High School is one such
agricultural high school. The school has about 30 hectares of
farmland, including pastures and related facilities, and has
received GAP certification for twenty-one agricultural prod
ucts—the most among the teams participating in the Omote
nashi Contest.
Fukushima City, where the school is located, is the Host
Town for athletes representing the Socialist Republic of Viet
nam (hereinafter “Vietnam”). Initially, eight second-year stu
dents at the time of the contest thought about how to provide
hospitality to Vietnamese athletes through food. They then
considered how to use GAP foods and whether to base their
foods on Japanese or Vietnamese cuisine. Together, they
came up with an idea to base the food on Vietnamese cuisine

but also include characteristics of Japanese and Fukushima
cuisine.
Tateshita Hiroe, the teacher who guided the students,
recalls how at the time “students stayed at school after classes
to create menus and experiment, while researching the fea
tures of Vietnamese culture and food, and taking advice about
ingredients used in Vietnamese cuisine from many teachers.”
What they created were dishes with the “five flavors, five
colors, and two aromas”ii traditionally considered by Vietnam
ese people to be the ideal. Specifically, they created five foods:
spring rolls using rice (a staple in Vietnam) and rice flour; rice
cooked with various ingredients; kushikatsu deep fried skew
ers of a variety of meats and vegetables; and finally Swiss
rolls and mousse cakes that made generous use of Fukushima
peaches and apples.
Due to the effects of COVID-19, the students have not been
able to show their hospitality to the Vietnamese athletes in

A mousse cake topped with locally grown GAP-certified apples and peaches

person, but in addition to the students’ food being introduced
on websites, the students were able to entertain by inviting
Vietnamese people living in Fukushima City to an exchange
event held in January, 2020. Through the food they devised,
the students were able to interact with Vietnamese people
and also spread understanding of the excellent GAP foods pro
duced by Fukushimameisei High School.
The ambitious work of these eight students, who graduated
in spring of this year, was not only a vital experience for the
students themselves, but it also serves as a valuable example
of how interactions through food can lead to understanding
between countries.

i

Fukushimameisei High School students with some of the dishes they prepared for
the Omotenashi Contest

Suppliers are required to procure "livestock products produced by taking appropriate measures to
raise livestock animals in a comfortable environment with reference to the Animal Welfare-oriented
Livestock Management Standards.” (Sustainable Sourcing Code for Livestock Products)
ii A phrase expressing the ideal model for Vietnamese cuisine. The five flavors are salty, sour, spicy,
sweet, and richness and the five colors refer to white, yellow, green, red, and black. The two
aromas refer to aromas and fragrances.
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A performance by the Golden Girls
given by the Republic of Bulgaria
rhythmic gymnastics team at
the pre-Games training camp in
Murayama City, Yamagata Prefecture
(July 15, 2019)

Murayama City
and Bulgaria—
Connected by Roses
Murayama City in Yamagata Prefecture is the registered Host
Town for the Bulgarian rhythmic gymnastics team as part of
the Host Town Initiative, in which people in Japan interact
with people from countries and regions participating in the
Tokyo 2020 Olympic and Paralympic Games. Ahead of other
local governments, in June 2017, Murayama started its activities as a Host Town including hosting pre-Games camps of the
rhythmic gymnastics team.

SATO KUMIKO

A

t the February 2019 “Host Town Summit 2019,”
a gathering for Host Towns from all over Japan,
Murayama City received first-place awards in all
three award categories ("Best Host Town Leader,"
"Best Communicator Award," and "Poster Session Award").
The city, located in central Yamagata Prefecture, has a population of about 23,000 (as of May 2021).
Murayama City is supporting the rhythmic gymnastics
Olympic team from the Republic of Bulgaria (hereinafter
All photos: Courtesy of Murayama City
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Bulgaria). The city has the rose as its official flower
and is home to the Higashizawa Rose Park, a prominent rose garden in Japan with about 20,000 rose
plants, while Bulgaria’s national flower is also the
rose. What’s more, Murayama City has a public
junior high school with national level rhythmic
gymnastics as an extracurricular activity, so the
city registered as a Host Town.
In June 2017, the city hosted a Pre-Games training camp
for athletic groups that would participate in the Tokyo 2020
Olympic and Paralympic Games (hereinafter Tokyo Games)—
the earliest example in Japan. Called the Rose Camp, the camp
has been hosted three times so far, in June 2017, June 2018 and
July 2019. Local volunteers eagerly offered their support. The
athletes were particularly moved by
the careful cleaning
that left the practice
area spotless, and
the athletes returned
the favor by writing
“thank you” in Bulgarian and drawing
hearts on the chalk
A Bulgarian Marteniza good luck
charm created in Murayama City

A photo book of the Golden Girls, the
Bulgarian national rhythmic gymnastics team

board after practice. From
the deepening of these
interactions, the Golden
Girls Fan Club, a local support group named after
the Bulgarian Golden
Girls rhythmic gymnastics
team, was formed by six
women as core members
who volunteered at the
first Rose Camp. These
women were also charged
with planning and managing interactions during the
Camp. Their home-like warm welcome delighted the athletes
and made them feel like they were “back in their home towns.”
Activities included gathering around a table to make temakizushi (sushi made with choose-your-own ingredients hand
rolled in seaweed). Komuro Keiko, one of the central members
of the Fan Club, smiles and says, “Even though the athletes are
more like grandchildren than daughters age-wise, they are like
family and are truly treasured.”
There are a total of six host towns in Japan for Bulgaria for
various events at the Games. Murayama City proposed that the
six towns cooperate and create Marteniza, traditional Bulgarian good luck charms, by incorporating distinctive features of
each host town. Murayama City’s Marteniza features a drawing
of the rose spirit Mulala, the city’s mascot, performing rhythmic gymnastics. As there is a custom of gifting these good
luck charms to family and friends, the city presented these
Marteniza to Bulgarians as an item to strengthen bonds and
expand the range of interaction. Togashi Keita, who works in
the Tokyo 2020 Olympic and Paralympic Exchange Section at
the Murayama City Office, says, “The whole community working together on something is a characteristic of Murayama
City.”
He also says that “Murayama City’s enthusiasm hasn’t
cooled off, even though the Tokyo Games were postponed by
a year due to the global spread of COVID-19.” The Golden Girls
Fan Club, which currently has over 400 members, continues to
present information in its bi-monthly bulletin about Bulgaria
and reporting the results by Bulgarian teams at international
competitions. In addition, because they have been concerned
that the Golden Girls may be finding it difficult to train because
of the effects of COVID-19, the Club has sent them video letters
with residents saying things like, “We love you,” and, “You can
do it.”
To maintain these bonds set up between Bulgaria and
local residents, the Yamagata Prefecture Murayama Branch
of the Japan–Bulgaria Society was established in October
2020. In April 2021, the Bulgaria Exhibition Room in the Rose
Exchange Hall within Higashizawa Rose Park was reopened

The Bulgaria Exhibition Room in the Rose Exchange Hall at Higashizawa Rose Park

after renovations to be a legacy of the Tokyo Games. A total of
forty-three portraits of Golden Girls athletes, volunteers from
Murayama City involved in exchange, and others decorate
the Exhibition Room, and were created in cooperation with
the Emotenashi (hospitality through pictures) project, which
creates exchange between people both in Japan and abroad
through portraits.
Now in the early summer, roses of many different colors are
blooming in the Higashizawa Rose Park, as if decorating it for
the hosting of the Tokyo Olympics.
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A performance by the Golden Girls
given by the Republic of Bulgaria
rhythmic gymnastics team at the
preliminary camp in Murayama City,
Yamagata Prefecture (July 15, 2019)

Host Town High School
Students Building Links
with Germany
High school students from five cities registered as Host Towns
have created proposals for the realization through sports of
a harmonious and inclusive society and the revitalization of
local communities.

SAWAJI OSAMU

A

s part of the Host Town Initiative, in which people
in Japan interact with people from countries and
regions participating in the Tokyo 2020 Olympic
and Paralympic Games, twelve high school students
living in five cities registered as Host Towns for the Federal
Republic of Germany (hereinafter Germany)—Tsuruoka City
and Higashine City in Yamagata Prefecture, Maniwa City in
Okayama Prefecture, Shimabara City in Nagasaki Prefecture
and Nobeoka City in Miyazaki Prefecture—learned about initiatives in Japan and Germany on the themes of a harmonious
and inclusive society and the revitalization of local communities through sports, and jointly created proposals for their
local governments over the course of three months.
Preparations began with an online meeting held at the beginning of December 2020. As well as the twelve high school students, also taking part were Sambe Shin’ichi, a professor at Keio
University specializing in the German language and modern
German studies, and seven university students who were supporting them. After the meeting, the high school student participants divided into two groups, one focusing on a harmonious and inclusive society and one on the revitalization of local
communities, then started working to create their proposals.
Part of their preparations included interviews with Japanese and German people involved in related activities. The
students spoke online with people such as the chairman of the
German Disabled Sport Youth association, officers of German
local governments, and Japanese para athletes.
Kawagoe Hirofumi from the Katsuyama High School Hiruzen Campus in Maniwa City, says, “I was very inspired by the
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Japanese para-equestrian competitor who was always positive
even when facing difficulties. I was also impressed with the
system in Germany where everyone can enjoy sports together,
regardless of age, gender or disability.”
As they interviewed relevant people in Germany, the high
school students felt that local community sports clubs or associations known as “Verein” play a vital role in the realization
of a harmonious and inclusive society and in the revitalization
of local communities in Germany. Many of the junior high and
high school students playing sports in Japan belong to clubs
at the schools they attend. Conversely, in Germany students
more commonly participate in their local Verein. A variety of
people including senior citizens, people with disabilities and
foreigners play sports at the Verein, and they are also places
where interactions among these people naturally take place.
Endo Metoro of Haguro High School in Tsuruoka City says,
“I felt that to realize a harmonious and inclusive society, it is
extremely important that people with and without disabilities
can study and play sports together both in schools and places
like Verein.”
The students also interviewed officers of local governments
in each of the Host Towns.
Jogo Mao of Nobeoka High School in Nobeoka City says,
“When I spoke with tourism officials in my city, I learned for
the first time that there are many very interesting events held
within the city. I think efforts to learn about one’s own community are also important.”
After the interviews, the students continued their communication through emails and online meetings and created
proposals.
Matsumoto Yuri of Shimabara High School in Shimabara
City says, “It’s not so easy to compare Germany and Japan
because of their different systems and cultures. It was difficult
for us to think about how to utilize Germany’s initiatives in
workable initiatives in Japan.”
Morisaki Takumi of Shimabara High School says, “It was

hard for me to balance creating proposals and studying for
school, but by exchanging opinions with high school students
from other cities a variety of ideas were formed.”
The students’ proposals were presented at the online Host
Town Summit on February 21, 2021. The heads of local governments and an official from the German embassy in Tokyo also
joined the presentation online. At the presentation, the group
focusing on the realization of a harmonious and inclusive society proposed the promotion of understanding and interactions
with people different from oneself. They proposed concrete
measures including the creation of materials used for teaching
about a harmonious and inclusive society for elementary and
junior high schools, implementation of events to experience
parasports in schools, and promotion of barrier-free access
to facilities and systems related to sports. The group focusing on the revitalization of local communities said that the
promotion of interactions between people of different generations through sports would lead to a fostering of love for one’s
hometown and to revitalizing local communities, and they
proposed some measures such as the establishment of facilities and websites promoting multi-generational interactions,
and organizing interplay between various sports groups and
high school students.
The presentations received high praise from city mayors,
who said things like, “the proposals were extremely important for the revitalization of local communities” and “I want to
report these proposals to the city council.”
This initiative was a tremendous opportunity for each student to think about their future.
Kato Tomoko, who graduated from Nobeoka Seiun High

A scene from the presentation by high school students at the online Host Town
Summit

School in Nobeoka City and has been studying economics at
a university in Tokyo since April 2021, says, “My dream is to
start my own business. When I do, I’d like always to consider
foreigners and people with disabilities.”
Konno Misuzu of Haguro High School in Tsuruoka City
says, “This experience was extremely useful for me in learning
about social business, which is something I have been interested in. I want to start an online community where members respect each other’s individuality and improve their selfesteem through social networking services.”
This initiative for high school students living in Host Towns
for Germany began again in May with new members and a
new theme. The new members plan to present proposals at
the “Host Town House” meeting to be held online during the
Tokyo 2020 Olympic and Paralympic Games from July to September this year.

High school students and other participants at the Host Town Summit held online on February 21, 2021
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UTT PAN PHOENIX, a steel pan band
featuring students from the University
of Trinidad and Tobago (UTT), perform
in Nakatosa Town, August 2019

Cultural Exchange with
a Host Town through
Trinidad and Tobago’s
National Instrument
Cultural exchange between Nakatosa Town in central western Kochi Prefecture and the Republic of Trinidad and Tobago
(hereinafter Trinidad and Tobago), located in the southern
part of the Caribbean Sea, is progressing via the internet.

SASAKI TAKASHI

I

n June 2019, Nakatosa Town in Kochi Prefecture was registered as a Host Town for Trinidad and Tobago, an island
nation in the Caribbean. Exchange between these two
areas located on nearly opposite sides of the globe goes
back about three years.
In August 2018, volunteers in Nakatosa screened a documentary film entitled “PAN! OUR MUSIC ODYSSEYi” and
hosted an event introducing the charms of Trinidad and
All photos: Courtesy of Nakatosa Town
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Tobago’s music and food
culture, raising interest in
steel pans and the island
nation among residents.
Made from steel drums,
steel pans are percussion
instruments
originating
from Trinidad and Tobago.
Steel pans are known as
essential instruments for
the Trinidad and Tobago
Carnival, one of the world’s
three largest carnivals.
“At that time, an official of the Embassy of Japan in Trinidad and Tobago contacted Inoue Tomoko, representative of
Japanese record company LIME Records, and informed her
that their Host Town for the Tokyo 2020 Olympic and Paralympic Games had not yet been decided,” says Inui Tomoya,
who worked as an officer of the Town Development section of
Nakatosa Town until March 2021.
Inoue, whose grandparents were from Nakatosa Town, has
been actively involved in cultural exchange activities with
Caribbean countries including Trinidad and Tobago, and she
contacted Nakatosa Town.
The Trinidad and Tobago Carnival has a joyful atmosphere
that is similar to that of Kochi’s traditional Yosakoi Fesitvalii.
Because of that, talk of becoming a Host Town rapidly gathered pace. In July 2019, Nakatosa Town and Trinidad and

Students from the University of Trinidad and Tobago (UTT) join in a Yosakoi dance
performance in Nakatosa Town, August 2019

Tobago officially entered into a Host Town relationship, and
it was decided that they would actively carry out cultural
exchange through music and festivals. The following month,
UTT PAN PHOENIX, a group of five students from the University of Trinidad and Tobago, came to Japan to give steel pan
performances. They were invited to Nakatosa Town, where
they held an event playing together with local elementary
school students using mini steel pans that the children made
themselves.
After that, the Tokyo 2020 Olympics and Paralympics were
postponed due to COVID-19, and unfortunately, the planned
support tours, cultural exchange events between athletes and
residents, and other events involving in-person visits had to
be cancelled. Online cultural exchange, however, has steadily
continued up to the present. The Host Town Summit 2021,
held in February 2021 and hosted by the Japanese government
to connect Japanese Host Towns with participating countries,
was one such cultural exchange event.
At this online event, UTT PAN PHOENIX, which visited
in 2019, and Oh!No!!Me!!!, a band set up by people in Nakatosa Town who had exchanged with UTT PAN PHOENIX
when they visited, engaged in a collaborative steel pan performance online. In addition, local children and members of

UTT PAN PHOENIX put on a show the same night, August 2019

Onomi Genryu Children’s Taiko (genryu means headwaters
and taiko are Japanese drums) participated in a lively Yosakoi
performance and dance arranged in a socaiii style, a genre of
music that originated in Trinidad and Tobago. Between performances, the children from each of these two distant regions
also spoke to one another through an interpreter.
Inui says, “It’s too bad that because of COVID-19 we can’t
directly meet and talk, but I still feel that there has been a great
response to the online interactions. To actually travel between
Japan and Trinidad and Tobago takes a very long time, more
than one day including the time for flight connections. It is also
costly. However, online exchange allows us to actively interact
on a personal level that transcends barriers of place and time,
although we do need to consider the time zone difference.”
It is expected that this cultural exchange that began with
music, festivals and the Olympics will develop even further
after the games end by continuing to make use of the internet.
i

A non-fiction drama based on the story of the birth of steel pans in the 1940s on the islands of
Trinidad and Tobago.
ii The most famous festival in Kochi Prefecture. Holding clappers, people dance to traditional or
modern music all over Kochi City.
iii Soca is a genre of music that originated in Trinidad and Tobago in the 1970s fusing the music of
the islands’ East Indian and African populations, such as soul and calypso, and which now has
many sub-genres.

At the online Host Town Summit 2021, children perform a Yosakoi dance arranged in a soca style using a steel pan in addition to the traditional clappers
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International Cooperation
through Host Towns
The Host Town Initiative facilitates exchanges between Japanese people
and people from the countries and regions participating in the Tokyo 2020
Olympic and Paralympic Games. Here we introduce three Host Towns that
are engaged in initiatives such as improving the living environment in their
counterpart country and supporting the athletes’ training and daily lives.

SAWAJI OSAMU
percussionist visited Hyuga.
The group deepened friendly
relations with local residents
Hyuga City, Miyazaki Prefecture on the through singing and dancing
Pacific coast of Kyushu is the Host Town with elementary school stu- The well repaired through Hyuga–Togo cooperation
for the Republic of Togo (hereinafter dents and participation in a Photo: Courtesy of the Japan-Togo Friendship Association
Togo) in West Africa. Exchange activities marathon event.
and develop its support and mutual
began in 2017 when the Chargé d’Affaires
Having become the Host Town for exchange with Togo after the Tokyo 2020
ad interim of Togo visited Togo Town Togo, in September 2020 Hyuga City con- Olympic and Paralympic Games.
(pronounced similarly to Togo the coun- cluded a three-way agreement of mutual
try) in Hyuga by invitation of the Japan- cooperation with the Togo Embassy in
Togo Friendship Association. Hyuga was Japan and the Japan–Togo Friendship
registered as a Host Town in December Association, in order to engage in a wider
2018.
range of initiatives. The first assistance
In March 2019, a delegation from project based on this agreement,
Togo including a marathon runner and which ran from November 2020 to
March 2021, involved repairing wells and installing public restrooms in Attité Kopé,
a village with a population
of about 400 people, located
some 65 km from the Togolese capital Lomé. This made
it less burdensome for residents to collect water and
also improved public hygiene.
Moreover, a total of about
600 books were donated to
South Sudanese athletes training in Maebashi
elementary schools, a junior Photo: Courtesy of Maebashi City
high school and a library
in cooperation with Miyazaki Maebashi City, Gunma Prefecture, which
Children at an elementary school in Togo that received books from
is the Host Town for the Republic of
Academy Rotary Club.
Hyuga
Hyuga City plans to continue South Sudan in East Africa (hereinafter
Photo: Courtesy of the Japan-Togo Friendship Association

Hyuga City and the
Republic of Togo

Maebashi City and
the Republic of
South Sudan
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computer skills for use in their
future lives.
Maebashi City plans to continue sports exchanges with South
Sudan even after the Tokyo Games,
including the hosting of athletes.

South Sudanese athletes interacting with elementary school
students, February 2020
Photo: Courtesy of Maebashi City

Hachimantai
City and the
Republic of
Rwanda

ensure stable supply. As part of that,
the City commenced trial cultivation
in Rwanda in 2015. Rwanda has a stable
climate throughout the year and was
thought to hold great potential as a hub
for producing gentian for the European
markets. Hachimantai worked together
with Iwate University and Japanese com-

Hachimantai City in Iwate
Prefecture is one of the main
production areas in Japan of
South Sudan) has hosted a long-term rindou (Japanese gentian), a plant
pre-Games training camp of the South that blooms with blue purple flowSudanese team for the Tokyo 2020 Olym- ers. As a Host Town, Hachimantai
pic and Paralympic Games since Novem- is deepening exchanges with the
ber 2019, before the spread of COVID-19.
Republic of Rwanda (hereinafter
The team consists of one coach, three Rwanda) in East Africa, activities
athletes in the sport of athletics for the that were sparked by the Japanese
Hachimantai representatives visiting a Japanese gentian farm
Olympics, and one athlete in the sport gentian.
in Rwanda, May 2018
of athletics for the Paralympics. South
Hachimantai City has been work- Photo: Courtesy of Hachimantai City
Sudan became independent in 2011 after ing to not only export its Japanese
a long conflict, but social instability per- gentian, but also secure production areas panies to provide seedlings, dispatch
sists even today, and the athletes’ train- overseas in order to expand demand and producers to Rwanda to give technical
ing environment is tough. Maebashi
instruction, invite Rwandan producCity recognized that hosting the South
ers to Hachimantai for training, and
Sudanese athletes could boost their
support in other ways. As a result,
performance, contribute to the counJapanese gentian cut flowers from
try’s peace, and prompt Maebashi citiRwanda were shipped to the Nethzens to reflect on peace through intererlands for the first time in May 2018
action with the athletes.
where they were received favorably
Maebashi City provides an enviand, in 2019, 140,000 flowers were
ronment for the athletes’ intensive
exported to Europe. It is expected that
training and supports all aspects of
the gentian cultivation will greatly
their daily lives, including food and
contribute to Rwanda’s development.
healthcare. More and more people are
Amid this, the city’s exchange
becoming involved in this support,
activities as Host Town also became
such as by residents making donamore energetic. In July and August
tions and companies providing sports
2019, before the spread of COVID-19,
equipment and other items. This supa team of Rwandan athletes in the
port allows the athletes to focus on
sports of athletics, road cycling and
their training and they are starting to
beach volleyball came to Hachimantai
get good results. At the para athletfor a training camp. The team interics championship in Japan in April
acted with local residents through
2021, for example, the South Sudanese
activities such as trying out gentian
athlete finished first in the 100- and
picking and visiting schools.
200-meter races. Between training
The Japanese gentian has become
Rwandan athletes picking Japanese gentian during the training
sessions, the athletes are enthusiasti- camp in Hachimantai in July and August 2019
a beautiful symbol of the friendship
cally working to learn Japanese and Photo: Courtesy of Hachimantai City
between Hachimantai and Rwanda.
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Ceremony of the Utakai Hajime on 26th March 2021

“Ceremony of the Utakai Hajime” (Imperial New Year’s Poetry Reading), an annual court event, was held in Seiden-Matsu-no-Ma (State
Room) of the Imperial Palace on 26th March 2021. The event, which is
normally held every January, was held in March this year in consideration of increasing COVID-19 infections.

The Past and Present of
“Ceremony of the
Utakai Hajime”
“Utakai” (Poetry Reading) is a gathering of people who get together to read a
collection of waka1 poems on a common
theme to a wider audience. This practice
was already in usage during the Nara
period (710–794), and became known
through the famous volume of Japanese
poetry, the Manyoshu2.
An Imperial Poetry Reading is the
same as the above-mentioned descrip-

tion, the only difference being that
the poetry reading is convened by the
Emperor. The Imperial Poetry Reading
was held as the first such party of the
New Year, and was given the name Uta
Gokai Hajime (original name). The origins of the Utakai Hajime are unclear.
However it was recorded that Emperor
Kameyama convened an Imperial Poetry
Reading at the Imperial Palace in January 1267 in the middle of the Kamakura
period (late twelfth century to 1333).
Since that time, records of the Imperial
New Year’s Poetry Reading have been

Their Majesties the Emperor (center)
and Empress (right of center) and
other members of the Imperial Family
at the Ceremony
found down through the ages. From
such evidence, it can be surmised that
the origins of the Utakai Hajime are
traceable to the mid-Kamakura period.
In the early modern period, the
Utakai Hajime came to be held almost
every year through the Edo period (1603–
1867), and in the Meiji period (1868–1912)
the first Utakai Hajime during the reign
of Emperor Meiji was held in January
1869. Since then, among various reforms
in ceremonies, the Utakai Hajime has
continued to be held.
From 1874, poems written by the general public were admitted for consideration for the first time, and the Utakai
Hajime in the Imperial Palace thus
became open to the people of Japan, and
no longer the preserve of members of
the Imperial Family, grandees and their
entourages.
In 1879, of the poems submitted by
the general public, those considered to
be of special merit were chosen to be
read out at the Utakai Hajime. This was
a groundbreaking development in the
history of the Utakai Hajime and established the precedent for commoners
to be included in the Ceremony of the
Utakai Hajime at the Imperial Palace.
Since 1882, all poems recited at the
Ceremony of the Utakai Hajime including those by the Emperor and the specially selected poems have been published in newspapers and since 1884
they have also been published in the
government gazette.
In 1926, the Imperial Family System Decree was promulgated, and this
Decree mentioned the program of the

1 A classic Japanese poetic form consisting of 31 syllables divided into five parts with five, seven, five, seven and seven (5-7-5-7-7) syllables in each. Nowadays, it is also
called “tanka.”
https://www.gov-online.go.jp/eng/publicity/book/hlj/html/202010/202010_02_en.html
2 The oldest anthology of waka poems, which is said to have been compiled from around the second half of the seventh century, and contains a wide assortment of waka,
ranging from poems composed by emperors to those composed by common people.
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Theme for the New Year's Poetry Reading (2021):
ZITSU (FRUIT)
His Majesty the Emperor
I sincerely pray that
The hope and efforts of the people
Bear beautiful fruit
Leading us to peaceful days
(Background of the poem)
Their Majesties the Emperor and the Empress are deeply saddened
to have learned that the spread of COVID-19 last year has claimed
many lives all over the world, and that people are still being
confronted with enormous challenges.
Under these circumstances, wishing to further understand the
situation of and turn their thoughts to the many people who are
faced with these difficulties, Their Majesties have listened to experts
in various fields and to those actually involved in handling the
situation.
His Majesty the Emperor composed this poem, sincerely praying
that the peoples’ hopes and the efforts of those working together to
overcome the difficulties bear fruit and thus the pandemic will come
to an end.

Her Majesty the Empress
As I stand in the garden
Yearning for
The end of the infection’s spread,
The fruit of the ume
Are a hopeful green
(Background of the poem)
Their Majesties the Emperor and the Empress have been hoping
earnestly for the containment of the infection ever since the
COVID-19 breakout. Last May, during the time when the state of
emergency was declared, Her Majesty the Empress Masako was
taking a walk in the Akasaka Palace grounds. As she paused by the
Japanese apricot (ume) trees, she found that the fruits had grown
and become fresh green. Even though the daily lives of people had
changed greatly in many ways by the spread of the infection, the
Japanese apricot trees had bloomed and were bearing fruit just as
in years before. Her Majesty was moved by the unswerving vitality
of the workings of nature. This waka poem was composed to express
Her Majesty’s impression at that time.
Theme for the New Year’s Poetry Reading (2021): ZITSU (FRUIT), The Imperial Household Agency, the
Japanese government (https://www.kunaicho.go.jp/e-culture/pdf/utakai-r03.pdf)

Utakai Hajime. Since then, the Utakai
Hajime (the original name “Uta Gokai
Hajime”) became formally known as the
Utakai Hajime.
After World War II, in order to elicit
the submission of more poems from a
wider range of people, the subject for
the poems was made simpler. FurtherAll Photos: Courtesy of the Imperial Household Agency

more, it became possible for those people whose poems were chosen to attend
the Ceremony of the Utakai Hajime,
and they have the opportunity to have
an audience with Their Majesties the
Emperor and Empress. In addition, live
television coverage has been introduced,
bringing the spectacle of the Ceremony

of the Utakai Hajime to an even wider
audience and promoting national participation and enjoyment of the Ceremony.
As a result, the Utakai Hajime at the
Imperial Palace boasts a long history
and represents a ceremonial culture
that has become more sophisticated
and a cultural event with national participation in a way that is unique in the
world. The total number of poems submitted by the general public was 14,102
this year and 16,002 last year (2020). The
Ceremony of the Utakai Hajime demonstrates the power of poetry to bind the
people together with the Imperial Family. These waka poems are heard and
read not only in Japan, but also overseas. Waka, said to be at the heart of all
traditional culture in Japan, is spreading
around the world.

The Proceedings of the
Ceremony
The Ceremony of the Utakai Hajime is
attended by Their Majesties the Emperor
and Empress, and poems are recited
including those chosen from submissions by the general public, poems of
the selectors themselves, and poems by
professional poets. Finally, the poems
of the Imperial Family, Her Majesty the
Empress and His Majesty the Emperor
are recited (see the poems of Their Majesties the Emperor and Empress on this
page). Other members of the Imperial
Family, a minister of state, members
of the Japan Academy of Art and the
members of the public whose poems
have been chosen are present at the Ceremony of the Utakai Hajime.
His Majesty the Emperor, holding the
Ceremony of the Utakai Hajime, decides
the theme of poem. The theme of this
year’s poem was zitsu (fruit).
The ceremony is performed through
several participants, each with special
titles: the dokuji (a master of ceremonies),
koji (a reader of all poems), hassei (a singer
of poems from the first poem), and kosho
(accompanying singers to the hassei for
poems from the second poem).
Note: This article has been created with
the consent of the Imperial Household
Agency and on the basis of materials published by the Agency.
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LOVOT
Series

SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY

Children put
clothes on their
LOVOT family robots

最先端のテクノロジーが

LOVOT のテクノ

生き物のような振る舞いを
生み出しています。

最先端のテクノロジーが LOVOT に
生き物のような振る舞いを
生み出しています。

A Robot that
Nurtures Love

生命感を宿す瞳をつくるた
虹彩や瞳孔など 6 層のレイ
「ALIVE DISPLAY EYE」

LOVOT のテクノロジー

LOVOT is equipped with a wealth of
sensors, such as for obstacle detection

生命感を宿す瞳をつく
るため、
最先端のテクノロジーが
LOVOT に
生き物のような振る舞いを
虹彩や瞳孔など 6

層のレイヤーで表現
生み出しています。
「ALIVE DISPLAY EYE」
Unlike most robots it serves no real practical purpose, but when you
call its name, it comes close, looks at you intently, asks to be cuddled,
and feels warm when you hold it. Meet LOVOT, the increasingly popular
family robot.

UMEZAWA AKIRA

W

見つめると、見つめ返してくれるような自然

に。LOVOTの瞳は、
まぶたも含めて6層の映

視線の動き、瞬きの速度、瞳孔のひらきまで
特殊な電子楽器によ
りリアルタイムに
生命感を宿す瞳をつく
るため、
ith the spectacular evo- technology and then developed LOVOT, せ次第で無限の瞳の表現が可能に。
10億
LOVOT’s irises and pupils are
lution
of AI (artificial6 層のレイ
a family ヤーで表現
robot that nurtures love.” The
鳴き声を生成し、豊かに感情を表現
虹彩や瞳孔など
LOVOTが届きます。
as six layers of 2D displays
intelligence)
robots company
was founded
in 2015 with 「ALIVE
the structured
見つめると、
見つめ返してくれるような自然なアイコンタク
トを生み出すため
SYNTHESIZER
VOICE」
「ALIVEand
DISPLAY
EYE」

themselves, more and mission of “Drawing out people’s power
に。LOVOTの瞳は、
まぶたも含めて6層の映像をアイ・ディスプレイに投影。
more people are said to worry that through robotics.”
robots may someday transcend their
Ikegami explains,
“The LOVOT
devel視線の動き、
瞬きの速度、
瞳孔のひらきまで緻密に設計されています。
組合
role of “helping” humans and actually opment project was born from the conせ次第で無限の瞳の表現が可能に。10億通り以上の瞳で、
あなただけの
“replace” humans.
cept of “Not doing any work but giving
LOVOTが届きます。
Ikegami Miki, PR officer at the robot humans
a sense of reassurance and nurtechnology company GROOVE X, says, turing attachment just by being around
“We started out with
the question
of them.”
見つめると、
見つめ返してくれるような自然なアイコンタク
トを生み出すため
LOVOTの鳴き声は、
LOVOT’s 声帯をシミュレーションしたデジタルシンセサイザーを
cries are sounds generated
whether people haveに。
truly
becomeまぶたも含めて6層の映像をアイ
hapLOVOT can ・move
independently and
LOVOTの瞳は、
ディスプレイに投影。
入れて"動的"に音を生成。
口腔内で響くサウンドをリアルタイムで作成する
through a digital
synthesizer that
視線の動き、瞬きの速度、
瞳孔のひらきまで緻密に設計されています。
生命感を追求しました。
呼びかけに応えたり、独自の鳴き声は
vocal cords
pier thanks to advancements
in robot
charge itself. It is about 43組合
cm tall, ことで、
28 simulates

全身に暖かさを伝えるエア
高品質素材で今までにない
「WARM＆SOFT-TOUC
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全身に暖かさを伝えるエア循環システムと
高品質素材で今までにない感触

せ次第で無限の瞳の表現が可能に。10億通り以上の瞳で、
あなただけの
LOVOTが届きます。
highlighting japan

LOVOTの状態に応じて毎回異なるので、
まるで生きてるかのよう。LOVOTの
鳴き声にぜひ耳を澄ませてみてください。

cm wide and 26 cm deep. It incorporates
a range of the latest technologies. For
example, the head is equipped with a
semi-spherical camera with 360-degree
vision, a microphone that can determine
sound direction, a lighting sensor that
can sense brightness, and a thermal camera that can distinguish between people
and objects. Moreover, the sensors distributed all over its body sense human
movement, allowing it to respond with
eye expressions and cries. A notable feature is the human-like look to its eyes.
Ikegami says, “By constructing LOVOT’s
irises and pupils with six layers of 2D
displays, it is possible for LOVOT to make
natural eye contact and return people’s
gaze. With the help of software engineers and animators, we calculated gaze
movements and blinking speed to create
expressions based on meticulous design.
There are more than 1 billion combinations of different eye movements.”
The cries, which are another way
LOVOT responds, are not patterns of
recorded audio data but produced using
technology that simulates vocal cords to
create a unique cry each time. LOVOT
also maintains a body temperature of
around 37–39°C through an air circulation system. Its warmth and softness
inspire a gentle mood in people.
LOVOT won the Cool Japan Award
2019 and received the Cool Japan certification mark from the organizing Cool
Japan Association. So far, LOVOT has
been exhibited at international events
held in Las Vegas and Austin in the
United States, covered by numerous
media outlets in Japan and abroad, and
awarded a variety of prizes.
Experiments are also being conducted on LOVOT’s “healing effects on
the human mind.” In April 2021, LOVOT
was selected for the Startup Demonstration Experiment Promotion Project (PoC
Ground Tokyo), which is organized by
the Tokyo Metropolitan Government,
and experiments are being conducted
on the influence of LOVOT on children
and adults. Amid the prolonged effects
of COVID-19, the self-affirmation1 of
elementary-school children in the lower

“LOVOT can nurture richness of mind in children and maintain senior citizens’
cognitive functions” — Ikegami Miki
grades is said to have decreased significantly. The results of the experiments
show that children living with LOVOT
maintain their self-affirmation. Other
results show that children living with
LOVOT display higher intellectual curiosity than before and that the stress levels
of their parents are greatly reduced.
Ikegami says, “For example, many
elementary schools used to have rabbit
pens. Children would take care of the
rabbits and learn a mindset of loving living beings and the preciousness of life.
Yet for various reasons, it seems that
animal rearing in schools is decreasing
in recent years. I think LOVOT can play
a role not only in nurturing richness of

1. Positive assessments about oneself, such as “I'm satisfied with myself” and “There are good things about me.”
All photos: Courtesy of GROOVE X, Inc.

mind in children, but also in maintaining senior citizens’ cognitive functions
and in their preventive healthcare. In the
future, when people want to get a pet, I
would be delighted if robots also become
an option alongside dogs and cats!”

LOVOT can make natural eye contact
and return people’s gaze
JUNE 2021
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MY WAY
Frenchman who has lived in Misasa for
eight years.
Anthony became interested in Japan
as an elementary school student when
his father recommended that he watch
Kurosawa Akira’s Seven Samurai, a film
that left a deep impression on him. After
becoming a university student, he chose
to study Japanese because he wanted
to learn about Japanese culture through
film. In his second year, he went on a
one-month trip to Japan and then had
the chance to study for a year at Kansai
University. After earning his master’s
degree in France, and coming to like
Japan more and more, Anthony applied
to and was accepted into the JET Programme, through which Japanese local
governments employ people to promote
international exchange. He took up his
post in Misasa in 2011.
“My first impression was that it was
more rural than I had expected,” says
Anthony. “It’s a town with so much
nature and almost covered in woods.
The green of the trees soothes you wherever you go. I felt I wanted to live in this

Anthony Lieven with the
Misasa Onsen mascot,
Steam Monster Misasa
Radon

A Frenchman Sharing
His Passion for a
Hot Spring Town
Anthony Lieven, a Frenchman who was fascinated by and moved to Misasa
Town in central Tottori Prefecture, is working to tell many people around the
world about the allure of this hot-spring town.

SATO KUMIKO

M

isasa Onsen in Misasa
Town, central Tottori
Prefecture is a small
hot-spring district in
the mountains along the Mitoku River.
Misasa Onsen is said to have been discovered when a pilgrim to Mt. Mitoku,
a holy place in Shugendo, saved the life
of a white wolf some 850 years ago. It
has been designated as a Japan Heritage
site by the Agency for Cultural Affairs
28
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(see Highlighting Japan back page, September 2020).
“I love the scenery. I love the hot
springs. I love the kind character of people in the town. Stating each of these
things I love about Misasa is not enough
because I feel so much more. The relationship is a bit like falling in love with
someone and eventually living together.
Misasa is a town that I have special feelings for.” So says Anthony Lieven, a

Anthony taking photos of
Misasa Onsen with a drone

town for a long time.” He adds with a
laugh, “When I first met my colleagues at
the town office, I was told I look like the
actor Tom Cruise, so I said, ‘I get that a
lot,’ and everyone laughed.”
Misasa Onsen is called a “radon
spring” that is one of the most radonrich in the world. Radon springs are
said to energize your cells, boost your
immunity and alleviate pain. Radon,
a gas, is the decay product of radium.
Since the discoverers of radium were the
French physicists Marie Curie and her
husband, Pierre, Misasa Town has been
holding the annual Marie Curie Festival
since 1951, expressing the town’s gratitude to the benefits of the hot springs
and Curie’s accomplishments. They also
made a bronze statue of Madame Curie
to honor her publicly. Since then, Misasa
has deepened its exchange with France,
becoming the twin town of Lamaloules-Bains, a famous hot-spring area in
southern France, in 1990. The coordinator for international relations (CIR) at the
Misasa Town office has also always been
French and Anthony is the 10th person to
have this position.
During his five years in office, Anthony
organized French-language workshops,
prepared exchanges with the twin town,
and was otherwise active as the CIR. Furthermore, he directed two short movies:
Misasa shonen monogatari (Misasa’s Children’s Adventures), featuring the children of Misasa, and Radonna ichinichi
(A Radon Day), featuring Misasa Onsen’s
mascot, Steam Monster Misasa Radon.
These works were made to commemorate the 850th anniversary of the opening of Misasa Onsen and were covered
by many media outlets, including newspapers and TV. Anthony explains, “At the
2013 showing of Misasa shonen monogatari, I was moved to see all the seats in
the town cultural hall were taken. The
elementary school students who were in
the play are high school students now,
but we are still in touch with each other.”
After finishing his term, Anthony
left Misasa temporarily but because
he felt so strongly that he wanted to
return to Misasa, he applied to join the
Local Vitalization Cooperator Program,
which conducts activities for local governments, and started working for the
Misasa Onsen Tourism Association in
All photos: Courtesy of Anthony Lieven

Filming a short film

Anthony (left) guiding a foreign visitor around the national treasure
Nageire-do at Sanbutsu-ji Temple on Mt. Mitoku
2019. Anthony’s job today involves communicating information in Japan and
abroad as well as dealing with inbound
tourism. The number of inbound tourists in 2018 was 20,000, although it has
dropped to almost zero owing to COVID19. However, says Anthony, “COVID-19
is an opportunity for people’s perceptions to change and maybe it will create a demand for calm and quiet environments like Misasa Onsen in future
tourism,” so he is working extra hard to
prepare for the time when travel returns
to normal.
Year round, Misasa Onsen is filled
with the calm tranquility of the mountains. In summer, there are the clear
and beautiful croaks of the Kajika frogs
and the Genji fireflies that dart about.
For those planning a long trip to Japan
in the post-COVID future, Anthony rec-

ommends including Misasa Onsen on
your itinerary to refresh and wash away
your travel weariness. Anthony says, “I
really want people to visit Misasa and
have the same experience I had and
which led me to develop such a strong
attachment to Misasa.”

The night view from Misasa Onsen
along the Mitoku River
JUNE 2021
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GLOBALLY IMPORTANT AGRICULTURAL
HERITAGE SYSTEMS

Sawtooth oak, when cut down in
the autumn, sprouts anew from the
stump the following spring

T

After two summers, the
logs with well-established
shiitake mushroom
fungi are moved to a
location suitable for the
development of shiitake
mushrooms

The Log Wood
Cultivated Shiitake
Mushrooms of the
Kunisaki Peninsula and
Usa Region

In the Kunisaki Peninsula and Usa region in Oita Prefecture, shiitake
mushrooms (Lentinula edodes) continue to be cultivated in a traditional
agricultural system using kunugi (sawtooth oak, Quercus acutissima). The
interlinked system of sawtooth oak trees and multiple irrigation ponds
supports a variety of agriculture, forestry and fishery industries including
the country’s sole production area of shichitoui (a kind of grass [Cyperaceae] used to make tatami mats) while preserving the diverse ecosystem.
“Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries Circulation in Usa, Kunisaki Peninsula, where Kunugi Forest and Reservoir Connect” was recognized as a
Globally Important Agricultural Heritage System in May of 2013.

YANAGISAWA MIHO
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he Kunisaki Peninsula and Usa
region is made up of four cities, a village and a town and
stretches across the Kunisaki
Peninsula in northeastern Oita Prefecture. With only a small area of plains,
most of the peninsula is mountainous,
made up of deep valleys and mountain
ridges that stretch radially from the
range of mountain peaks centered on
Mt. Futago, a 721-meter-tall mountain
almost right in the middle of the peninsula. That’s why, since long ago, forest
resources have sustained the people of
the region, and the cultivation of shii-

Dried log wood cultivated shiitake
mushrooms
take mushrooms utilizing these forest
resources has flourished.
Hayashi Hiroaki, chairman of the
Kunisaki Peninsula Usa GIAHS Promotion Association, whose family has
been involved in the production of shiitake mushrooms for generations, says
that “Oita Prefecture boasts the largest
amount (volume of tree trunks) of sawtooth oak trees in all of Japan, and this
wood is perfect for the wood ‘bed logs’
that nurture the seed fungus used when
cultivating shiitake mushrooms. As the
bark is thick, only healthy, strong fungi

Planting seed pieces containing
shiitake mushroom mycelium
in drilled log wood

The planted logs are laid down on the
mountainside in covered to provide
shade so that the shiitake mushroom
mycelium can grow well in the logs.

can break through the bark and produce
mushrooms. The shiitake mushrooms
cultivated here are fleshy and highly aromatic with a good flavor.”
To acquire the bed logs essential for
mushroom cultivation, people here carefully grow the sawtooth oak trees that
will become log wood. Sawtooth oak
sown with the fungus of shiitake mushrooms can be used as a bed log for three
to four years, and once the logs have
been used, the wood is returned to the
mountain to become soft, mineral-rich
soil, forming a moisture-retaining layer.
This allows the forest to renew itself,
while people here work together and
never fail to maintain and protect the
sawtooth oak forests.
Shiitake mushroom cultivation
requires moderate shade, airflow,
humidity and water, but the region is
one of the least rainy regions of Japan.
Consequently, many irrigation ponds
have been built in the region since long
ago, and today, there are more than
1,200 such ponds. Unable to create large
ponds due to the mountainous terrain,
multiple small-scale ponds were ingeniously connected, ensuring the necessary amount of water for shiitake mushroom cultivation and other agriculture.
In one area, there is an irrigation pond
known as Misakoike, and here, a caretaker, known as an ikemori (pond protector), is still chosen today, and this
person keeps an eye on the pond to
ensure the timely distribution of the
appropriate amount of water wherever
it is needed in the region.
Hayashi says that the people in this
area have been strongly bonded through
water for generations and have relationships of mutual cooperation.

1. It is called “green tourism” in Japan.

He also says that there are many temples of the Tendai sect of Buddhism in
the area, while another characteristic
of the area is the many festivals related
to agriculture that still remain today,
including the Shujo Onie, which has been
designated an Important Intangible Folk
Cultural Property.
It has been eight years since the region
was designated a Globally Important
Agricultural Heritage System in May
2013. On the results of this designation,
Hayashi says, “forestry, agriculture, and
fishery industries passed down through
generations have been globally recognized, while learning about and experiencing these industries gives children
pride in their region, I feel.”
Ajimu Town, the birthplace of agritourism1 in Japan, is found here in Usa

Shujo Onie, an Important Intangible
Folk Cultural Property, is closely tied
to agriculture
City. There is a desire here to improve
tourist experiences such as log wood
shiitake mushroom cultivation, rice
growing, and other agricultural and traditional craft experiences.
Centered on the Kunisaki Peninsula
and Usa region, Oita Prefecture’s output
of dried shiitake mushrooms produced
through log wood cultivation is the
highest in Japan, accounting for 43% of
domestic production. Shiitake rice, made
by steaming rice and water-rehydrated
dried shiitake mushrooms together, is
one of the region’s local delicacies. The
firmness of the plump shiitake mushrooms, the abundant forests that produce their fragrance, and the many
ponds built and protected by the people
here are all part of the allure of the Kunisaki Peninsula and Usa region.

The agriculture,
forestry
and fisheries
circulation system
in which Japan’s
number one log
wood cultivated shiitake
production is sustainably
maintained with sawtooth oak forests
and irrigation ponds

Photos and illustration: Courtesy of the Kunisaki Peninsula Usa GIAHS Promotion Association
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G I J A PA N P R O D U C T S

Manganji Amato
万 願 寺 甘とう

Chili Peppers

M

anganji Amato is a green pepper which is cultivated in Ayabe City,
Maizuru City and Fukuchiyama City in Kyoto Prefecture. It is not
spicy, and is exclusively used for its edible flesh. The name “ManFukuchiyama Maizuru
ganji ” was coined in 1998 as the brand name of Manganji chili peppers originally produced in Maizuru City, Kyoto Prefecture.
City
City
It is bigger than varieties such as the Fushimi red pepper also grown in Kyoto
Prefecture, having a length of 10 to 23 cm, and its skin is thick like that of a green
pepper. The taste has a distinctive flavor and sweetness with a rustic accent, and
although it is a large pepper, the fruits are soft with few seeds and easy to eat.
The Manganji region of Maizuru City which is the origin of the name Manganji
Ayabe City
Amato was originally a river bed with sandy soil, and is suited to the cultivation
of chili peppers which are easily damaged by over-drying or excessive water. In
addition, the district is a flood holding area since olden times, and fertile mud has
Kyoto
accumulated from upstream every time there is heavy rain. This has resulted in regenerating a suitable soil condition for agricultural work. In such a blessed environment,
Prefecture
continuous cultivation became possible, and Manganji Amatou came to be recognized as a
native species peculiar to the Manganji area.
Text and images courtesy of Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries: https://gi-act.maff.go.jp/en/register/entry/37.html
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